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Mrs. 1970 lives in hundreds of different
houses all over Ireland-because Mrs. 1970 is
a go-ahead modern woman who has already had
oil-fired central heating installed in her home. And
Mrs. 1970 has Mrs. 1970 is a woman that women look up to -
the leader of fashion, the housewi~e the neighbours
hundreds o:f di:f:ferent try to keep up with. That's why every week
addresses ... that goes by, more and more houseproud housewives
are having oil-fired central hea ing installed with
the help of the Irish Shell Housewarming Plan.
cleanliness and the comfort that only oil-fired
scheme and every advertisement features the
SHELL
IRISH SHELL LIMITED
IRISH SHELL HOUSE
FLEET STREET, DUBLIN 1
There is an exceptionally heavy national advertising
campaign behind the Irish Shell Housewarming
has already become synonymous with the ease, the
Irish Shell Appointed Installer sign, the sign that
central heating can bring.
the original schem.e for oil-fired
central heating in the hom.e
:IRISH
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RURAL
WATER SUPPLIES
Private Schemes - Group Schemes - Regional Schemes
HYDRODARE
POLYTHENE PIPING
-,
AQUADARE PUMPS
100% Irish design and manufacture. Manufactured to B.S. 1972/1853 and
Water under pressure at all outlets. Satisfaction..,Lthus approved for all Grant-aided water
guaranteed. ...... supplies.
. . . . . and now UNIDARE RIGID P.V.C. PIPE
AQUADARE PUMPS
2" - 6" in classes B, C and D
Further details on request
HYDRODARE PIPING UNIDARE RIGID P.V.C.
Completely manufactured by
UNIDARE LIMITED FINGLAS, DUBLIN. PHONE: 71801 (13 lines)
'''Of ,,"'1
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LET US LOOK
OVER YOUR SHOULDER
Yes, Caltex Technical Advisory Service
can give you the complete answer
to your problems in connection with heating,
steam raising and heat conservation.
Whether your problem is centrally heating
a bungalow or the insulation,
heat conservation or water treatment
in an industrial plant.
Caltex service
covers
every aspect
from actual
designing to the
delivery of
fuel oil.
Two
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The new publication
in Ireland for the
craftsman piu m b e r
and contractor, the
heating and ventila-
tion engineer and con-
tractor, the electrical
contractor, supplier,
manufacturer and
wholesaler of fittings
and equipment for the
trades.
•
Letter from the :Publisher 9
John G. Bolton, Lecturer in Plumbing and Heating at Bolton Street College of
Technology, on recent developments 11
Recapping the Government's ten year £35,000,000 water plan 13
A. L. Townsend, A.M.I.P., M.R.S.H., contributes the first part of his four-stage series,
"FaCulty of Plumbing" 15
It. E. Ayers, M.A.S.E.E., on automatic temperature control 19
Published monthly by
Irish Trade & Tech-
nical Publications.
Annual subscription,
15/-, post free. Single
copies, 1/6, post free.
James M. Haig, A.M.I.W., A.M.I.P., writes the first of an introductory series of articles
on small bore heating 23
"The Big lteat"-Points raised at a recent symposium in Dublin on domestic central
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An electrical engineer looks at the basic hot water requirements for the home
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Insulation Contractors
& Sheet Metal Specialists
45, WATERLOO ROAD, BALLSBRIDCiE
DUBLIN. Telephone 684017
Estimates and Specifications Free On Request
- ~ _................-,. .....
*Sole Agents in Irish Republic for 0 PP A 0 L
Waterproofing for Insulated. Pipe Lines.
Four
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VE TILATING MACHINERY SUPPLIED
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As a Reminder ...
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
That we, as Manufacturers of Liquid Flow Meters,
coutinue to serve our Friends in the Plumbing
and Heating Trades throughout Ireland from our
Dublin Works.
We take this opportunity to congratulate THE
IRISH PLUMBER A D HEATING CO -
TRACTOR on their First Edition and wish them
every success in the future.
TYLORS of IRELAND Limited
Manufacturers of TYLOR METERS & "SURESEAL" TRAPS
SS Rathgar Avenu e, Dublin, Ireland
Tclephone: 904354 • Grams: "Tyland, Dublin."
Six
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TELEPHONE 92355.
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
Plumbing and Heating:
Engineers I
~~~ J
84 PALMERSTON ROAD, RATHMINES, DUBLIN
Norman
Central
Dame
Stewart Ltd.
Hotel Chambers
Court, Dublin
Telephone: 73086
AGE TS I IRELAND FOR ALL KINDS OF CHROMIUM-PLATED BRASS FOU DRY
including the GROHE group of Companies.
Friedrich Grohe - Hemer in Westfalen, Western Germany.
Grohe Thermostat, Lahr, Schwarzwald, Western Germany.
Hans Grohe, Schiltach, Schwarzwald, Western Germany.
All good Architects specify GROHE fittings! !
Seven
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ESTABLISHED 1927
J. J. NOLAN
& SON Ltd.
56
Telephone: DUBLIN 66748.
Lower Mount
DUBLIN
Street
Telegrams: "Heating, Dublin."
HEAriNG & VENT/LA TING CONTRACTORS
STEAM BOILERS A D ANCILLARY EQUIPMENT .. COOKING AND LAUNDRY
INSTALLATIONS .. HOT A D COLD WATER SUPPLIES .. OIL FIRING A D
FIREFIGHTING INSTALLATIO S.
Estimates Free.
*
ote Our ew Address and Phone Number.
Thermal Insulation
M. A. Boylan Limited
A subsldJary of The Cape Asbestos Company Ltd.•
50a Harcourt Street, Dublin.
.telephone: 52397,54485 and 51787
We are the foremost insulation
specialists in the country with
many important insulation
contracts to our credit. The huge
Oil Re:fl.nery at Whitegate and
the Derrinlough Briquette factory
are recent examples. If you have
any heat-loBS problem, disCUBS
it with our highly experienced
technical staff. Our recommen-
dations are offered free and
without obligation.
Sole agents and stockists for:
, Rocksil' rock wool
Rigid Sections
Flexible Sections
Blankets
Mattresses (wire-mesh-backed)
Loose Wool
'Caposite' amosite asbestos
moulded blocks and pipe sections
Also full range of plastic materials
and hard-setting com}:ositions.
T.v4"
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TELEPHONE: 56466
___B ltD1r8. P"".lJ1JBBl &
._a~-_8 co_~aae~ea
I R ISH
Dear Reader,
T R A D E AND TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS
April, 1961.
We are pleased to announce the introduction of a new publication for the Plumbing and Heating trades,
" The Irish Plumber and Heating Contractor." This will be the only journal in Ireland catering for these two
important and extensive trades.
The decision to publish such a magazine as this has been taken following repeated requests from in-
terested parties engaged in the industries concerned that a publication catering for their needs was definitely
required. With this knowledge, we set about the planning and research necessary for the success of such a
venture and we are now pleased to present our first issue.
It will be our constant aim to produce consistently a magazine of the greatest interest, value and quality
to our readers. By so doing we are confident that we will succeed in maintaining the largest possible active
readership.
On this count we are at all times very pleased to hear from our readers by way of advice and constructive
criticism.
This morning, then, we sincerely hope that "The Irish Plumber and Heating Contractor," as it comes to
you and your colleagues throughout Ireland, will be warmly received.
Your very truly,
IRISH TRADE & TECHNICAL PUBLICATIO S
C7~s~
G. lames Murphy,
Publisher.
CALLAGHAN CHAMBERS. 13-15 D A M E STREET. DUBLIN 2
Nine
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Boilers & Steam Equipment
The famous "Ellerstyle Termspray Boiler" electric or gas.
filters (Wine Trade) humidifying the atmosphere (Printing Trade).
for sterlizing instruments.
Suitable for sterilizing
In the medical profession
Multitubular BOilers-gas fired, up to 400 Ibs. per hour evaporation.
Vertical cross Tube Boilers: Gas, oil or solid fuel up to 1500 Ibs. per hour evaporation.
All Boilers, Manual, Semi-Automatic or fully Automatic in operation.
For full details apply:-
FOlEY, DUFFY & CO. l TO.
11/ Fleming/s Place/ Ballsbridge
Telephone: 684855/689539.
Dublin
Ten
CARTHORN'S
•
Sales Company for
U IVERSAL
FABRICATORS
(Dublin) Ltd.
WELDED STEEL
TANKS
FOR FUEL OIL STORAGE AT
DOMESTIC A D INDUSTRIAL
I STALLATIO S.
•
ALL CAPACITIES
B.S.S. & A.P.I. SPECIFICATIONS
•
Write for our Illustrated "Standard Tanks" Folder.
CARTH0RN 1949 Comm... ,.1 Bu,ld.n.,l TO Oom~ SI,t:d D... blmhi 7J47S
Northern Ireland: W. D. Cralg & Co., 4 Shaftesbury Sq., Belfast, 2.
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and just around the corner awaits tbe
plastic hot water pipe.
In tbe pumping of water, rural
electrification has made the hand
worked pump a relic of the past with
many farmers, and we are now in the
realms <:>f je~ and centrifugal pumps,
all varYlD.g lD design with regard to
output, lift etc. It is imperative,
therefore, that the rural plumbing
contractor will have a good know-
~edge o~ the basic principles of pump
mstallatlOn and relative matters in
order to meet the cballenge.
In tbe provi ion of hot water and
heating systems ,tbe modern boiler
house is a real pointer to the advance
in trade methods. When one looks at
the remote controlled motorised val-
ves, thermostat, C/02 recorders oil
burner units, photo-electric con(rols
etc., it is evident tbat the heatin~
craft man has come a long way since
th~ early days of greenhouse heating
WIth rust cement joint.
Grav.ity circu.lation is out, even fOr
domestic ?eating system, and the
pumped CIrculation has taken over.
Indeed,. on one Dublin job, the boiler
hou .e .)S on the roor or toe building,
so giVIng valuable space for busine
purposes.
Prime favourites
SOLID fuel and oil-fired boilers are
now both prime favourites, but the
yast number of oil-fired unit being
mstalled perhaps gives a pointer to the
future. In some in tallations, elec-
trode boilers working off peak how
have proved a erious rival.
. The advent of the small bore heat-
Ing y tem for private houses is a
com-?aratively recent development,
but In the short time it has been with
us, it completely revolutioni ed idea
of home comfort. This i another
field where the plumbing and heating
contractor has tremendou po ibilitie
of advancement.
continued page Twenty-fwo.
Eleven
developments:
survey
Recent
a brief
April, 1961.
THE AUTHOR ... John G. Bolton, Lecturer in Plumbing
and .Heating at the College of Technology, Bolton Street,
Dublin. Full Tech. DipI. City &: Guilds, London-Silver
Medalist &: 1st Place in Sanitary Engineering City &: Guilds,
Londo~-First Place, Dept. of Education, Senior Test in
Plu~bmg-First Clas Pass, Final Examination, Heating
Engmeers Work, C. &: G. London-Associate of the Institute
of Welding.
copper otl stacks are used, as it is
here that bronze welding has proved
its worth.
The use of asbestos cement soil
pipes has also proved a very succ~ss­
ful innovation, and ha, for certain
types of work, proved a strong rival
of cast-iron. In the field of under-
ground drainage, pitch-fibre pipes
have been used on some jobs, and
this may develop on a larger scale
later.
Common featureTHE ftusbio& valve is now a
common feature in sanitation,
and has, for large installations,
ousted the W.C. cistern from its place
of bonour. In its early days, most
contractors will have memories of the
continual adjustments and call back
on jobs, but this seems to be a thing
of the past now. Another interesting
development in wa te dispo al i now
beginning to enter the Iri h-plumbing
world-that i , the electric food di-
posal unit fitted on the waste outlet
of kitchen sink. This unit eliminates
the need for a garbage bin, and
makes for greater deanline s in the
home,
With the great empha i on rural
water upplie, another vast field has
opened to the trade, and it i here
that the newer materials such as plas-
tics bave come into their own.
Polythene and Rigid P.Y.C. tubing
are now installed all over the coun-
try, and in some instance have ren-
dered feasible water supply ystem
in ca e where ca t iron and similar
materials for water main have been
impo sible to lay due to corrosive soil
conditions. It has been aid that
coming generation will look on thi
a the PIa tic Age in tead of the
Atomic Age, and it i very evident that
plastics will take the place of many
traditional material in u e at pre ent
-witne the pia tic pipe, ballcock,
noat, W.e. cistern, wa h-basin etc.,
THE developmenls which have
taken place in the plumbing and
heating industrie during the past
twenty-five years have been consider-
able, and it would be a difficult task
to foretell what lie ahead in the
future. The demand for the pub-
lication of this journal is but a
ymptom of the way things are pro-
gressing.
In this country, plumbing and heat-
ing engineers have had to tudy new
technique and proces e , both in job
methods and in materials, and it is
ignificant that the very name of
"Plumber"-a worker in lead-ha
come under fire in some quarters as
not being in accord with modern
ideas.
Our American oppo ite number
"Domestic Engineering" has even held
a poll of its readers a to their ap-
proval of the term "hydro-mechanic"
instead.
In anitation, we have seen the
gradual change-over, e pecially in the
case of large buildings, from the
separate soil, wa te, and vent pipes of
the Two-Pipe System to the combined
oil-waste pipe and its vent, a applied
in the One Pipe System, and in order
to simplify further, we have in the
pa t few year , the ultimate in stream-
lining, the Single Stock Sy tern with
it one pipe and controlled falls of 21
to 5 deg. on the branch connections.
Thi la t y tem ha proved very suit-
able for multi- toried flats, and has
been used by Dublin Corporation in
it hou ing developments.
An intere ting point in thi ystem
i the economic connection of the
pipes to the main stack, and in some
ca es it has been found necessary to
import pecial branch units. It
should be economically possible for
ome Iri h firm to produce a unit with
pre-formed opening and so eliminate
the "Chri tmas tree" effect when
building u.p with standard branches.
This difficulty does not arise when
13
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ANTI-SIPHON
WASTE
TRAP
THE New "Grevak" Monitor patent
Anti- iphon Trap in Ho talen
(Polyethylene) i an imp 0 r la n 1
addition to the exlen Lve range of
"Grevak" Trap. The" revak"
Monitor in Ho lalen is a high den ity,
lightweight and attractively de igned
pIa tic trap which ha undergone
rigorou te ts. It incorporale maxi-
mum bore throughout and allow full
clean ing di charge lhrough the trap
and wa te pipe.
De igned on the" revak" principle
of operation, the" revak" Monit r in
Ho taIen give a high ern iency
w -LA
tart now
• • • •
Forget andy and cour e joint
FRY'S ABB Y and B L-RY made
You're never wa ting time when you u
craft men with a balanced compo ition
Metal foundrie~ Limited
197 PEAR SE STREET _
T ) phon : Dubllll 74243.
And at: MANCHESTER - KIDD RMIN TER -
to match your skill.
to enjoy working with the be t olders there arc ..
giving a unique pIa ticity that' a joy to work with.
FRY' metals. They are made for craft men, by
To match
your skill
the puritg of
Twelve
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Next objective of social
policy-Neil To Blaney,
Minister for Local Government
GOVERNMENT TO SPEN
£35 MI LION ON TEN
YEAR WATER PLAN
pIPED WATER to mral areas wa
the ubjecl of the re c e n t
conference-exhibition which closed at
the Man ion Hou e, Dublin, on April
15 la t. The four day exhibition fol-
lowed a conference addre ed by the
Mini ter for Local overnment, Mr.
eil T. Blaney.
A full report, with pictures, of the
confer nce and exhibition will appear
in next month' 0 TRA OR. In
thi i ue we review the £35,000,00
Government plan for water supplies
and ewerage ch em e a the
Mini ter outlined it, at a Dublin pre. s
conference, when he aid that with the
approaching completion of the rural
hou ing and electricity programmes
running water wa emerging a the
010 t pre ing environmental need in
the country ideo It i the next ob-
je tive of the ocial policy, he aid.
"With the approaching completion
of the rural hou ing and electricity
programmes, running water in dwell-
ing is emerging a the most pre sing
environmental need in the country-
ide, and the next objective of ocial
policy.
.. The fall in rural population, the
low marriage rate, and the con e-
quent di torted population tructure
in country di triets i due to ocial a
well a economic cau e. Bettcr
living condition will not olve, but
they will help toward olving thi
major national problem. The overn-
ment have al 0 had regard to the
aluc of piped water a a potent
fador in agricultural efficiency, par-
ticularly in relation to livc tock
farming," the Mini ter stated.
He aid that water and ewerage
. ervice· arc required in many of the
. ma lIer town and village. Jn a
number f citie and larger town the
e i ting ervice require augmenta-
tion, improvement or renovation.
The more favourable financial terms
now ~nnoun~cd wiIJ apply both to
new JnstaIJalIons and to the exten-
ion or moderni ation of old service.
The Mini ter, speaking in the Dail,
called ,on local authoritie to proceed
as rapIdly as po ible with scheme
already in planning.
The following are the detail of
the new Government financial term:
Exchequer Contribution to Loan
Charges:
Area
Gaeltacht Area, former Conge ted
District and Urban Di tricts under
£25,000 valuation
Other Areas
Dublin City
Loan Period: The m a x i m u m
period for the repayment of loans
which may be borrowed in future for
anitary ervice cheme ha been
extended from 30 to 50 year.
Repayment Method: At pre ent
loan btained from the local Loan
Fund for waterworks and ewerage
scheme are repayable on the in-
talment y tem. Thi method im-
po es a heavier charge on local
authoritie in the initial year than
the annuity method. In future local
authoritie may. where they 0 re-
que t, be permitted to repay loan on
the annuity y tern .
Approved Co ts for ubsidy Pur-
poses: Hitherto co t of acquiring
land, water right, etc., were excluded
April, 1961.
from the capital costs of scheme for
subsidy calculation. These may
now be included.
Supplement
A IMPORTA upplement to
the work of local authoritie in
providing public water upplie and
sewerage sy tem i the in tallation
by private individual of er ice in
Old Rates ew Rates
Water ewerage Water and
%
Sewerage
% 'Yo
431 50 60
38 45 50
38! 38\ 40
their own home either by taking con-
nections from public main or, in
more remote area, by pro iding their
own water upplie and anitation.
Grants are available from the
Department of Local Go ernment to
persons providing private water up-
plie and/or ewerage facilitie in
dwelling hou e, including connec-
tions to the public er ice in certain
circum tance. The 'e grant may be
of amount up to £50 for a water
upply or £25 for ewerage facilitie
in any ca e and a grant of equi alent
amount may be paid by th local
authority.
ontinued page J "irty-three.
Thirtee/l
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HUNDREDS DIE
BECAUSE OF
CARELESSNESS
(1)
THE wise contractor works with a
care for his own safety and for
the safety of those about him.
Because not ev rybody is as care-
ful, hundreds are killed and many
thousands seriously injured at
building work every year. It is
advisable to know some of the
more common causes of accidents,
since this may help you to avoid
them.
Ladders withl missing or faulty rungs
must never be used, and home-
made ladders should be used only
if they have been propeJ'ly made.
Even then they should be treated
with great care. They mllst always
stand on a firm, solid and level
base. Bricks and other packings
must not be used to level the
ground; if the ground is uneven
the high, spots must be removed.
must "foot" the ladder. Where a
ladder is laid up a sloping roof
with its foot thrusting against the
main upright ladder, the weight
and attention of a responsible per-
son is essential to counteract this
thrust and prevent the danger of
slipping.
A much safer method is to arrange
that the top of the ladder on the
roof should have some fixing over
the ridge. This is sometimes done
by tying on to it a short ladder,
whichl will hang down the other
side of the roof and act as a
counterweight.
Heavy materials should not be car-
ried up ladders; instead, a hoist of
some kind should be used. Do not
strain or overreach when working
from a ladder. If necessary, come
down and move it to a more con-
venient position.
LADDER WORK is the cause of Ladders used to give access to a roof
large numbers of acciden~s, mostly or a platform must be long enough
through ladders breaking or slipping. to pass the roof or platform edge
Ladders should be soundly con- by at least four feet in order to
truded and well looked after; and give a good handhold. The top
the worker should always have an should, if possible, be securely tied
eye to the dangers involved in using to a good anchorage. If this can-
them. not be done, a responsible person\------- ------ -,--------------'------
Telephone 908217.
KILDARE COUNTY COUNCIL have
asked heating contractors to tender for
the supply and delivery to the Machinery
Yard, Droichead Nua, of a heating
system for the new workshop. Specifi-
cation and official envelope can be had
from the Secretary, Kildare County
Council, st. Mary's, Naas, with whom
completed tenders should be lodged not
later than Friday, April 28.
0~om.as c:J!..elly
Plumbing, Heating and Sanitary Engineer
Fourteen
46 Orchardstown
Co.
Drive,
Dublin
Templeogue,
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FACULTY OF PLUMBING . .. A. L. Townsend, M.R.P., M.R.S.H., a
Lecturer at the Oxford College of Technology begins here the first part of a
fOl/r stage course in plumbing. The author has clo ely followed his own lecture
programme and has paid particular attention to scientific and technological
innovations.
-
GOOD TOOLS are indispensable
to the plumber, but buying them
can be an expensive business. It is
sensible to get a few of them at a
time, as your exp::.rience grows and
as you need them. A kit of good
quality tools, built up in this manner,
is a sound investment which will pay
handsome dividends, as any ex-
perienced workman will tell you.
Many firms will buy tools for their
apprentices at a trade discount which
will reduce the price considerably;
the e can be paid for by agreed
weekly deduction from wages. The
co t of the kit will, of cour e, depend
upon the quality and number of tools
bought. Manufacturers now produce
uch a wide variety of tool in addi-
tion to the traditional implements,
and so many plumbers make or
adapt others to uit their own special
needs, that there is no limit to the
possible contents of the kit. The list
below, however, is agreed to be a
full kit of tool which should enable
the plumber to carry out any reason-
able job.
Bent pin or bolt; Brace and bits up
to ~. inch; Blow lamp, excepting the
replacement of spare parts, other
than the body of the lamp; Bobbins,
all izes to 2 inch; Bo ing stick;
Boxwood dres ers (large and small);
Boxwood etting in tick; Boxwood
bending dres er; Boxwood mallets
(large and mall); Bradawl; ard
wire; Caulking tools for ordinary
work; Chase wedge; Compas es;
Copper bit; Cutting plier; Draw
knife; Footprint, 6 inch. 9 inch; Fix-
ing point (or clamp ); Flat chi el for
wood; Giml t for lead pipe; Gimlet
for wood crews; Gouge for wood;
Gla cutter and putty knife, if glaz-
ing is normally done by plumbers in
the di trict; Hacking knife; Hacksaw
frame; Hammers, mall and large
(2Ib. maximum); Hand dummy;
Hand aw; Handbru h; Hand ladle;
Lavatory union key; Mandrills, I,
tools
for the
trade
14 and I}; Pliers, two holes; Plumb
bob and chalk lin;;; Pot hook; Rasp;
Rule: Screw drivers (large and
small); Scribing plate; Shave hooks;
Small brick drill; Snips; Soil pot and
brush; Spirit level; Springs for bend-
ing i inc~ and ~ inch light gauge
copper pipes; Square; Steel drip
plate; Steel chisel for brickwork up
to 20 inches long; Stillson or other
pipe wrench up to 12 inch; Tan pins
up to 2 inch; Tool bag or box;
Trowel, mall; Wiping cloths.
More expensive
yo'! WiLL ha v.e noticed that the
lIst doe not lI1c1ude such items
as s:ocks and die, pipe cutters, pipe
vices, welding kits, and several other
of the larger and more expensive
tcols. These are provided by the em-
ploy~ r. Neither does the list contain
varieu tools llsed for specialised
ways of working sheet copper and
aluminium roof weatherings. Many
of these are easily made by the
plumber him elf, and they will be de-
scribed a the need for them arises.
By now you will have handled the
traditional tool of the trade-lead
dre ser, bo ing mallet, cha e
wedge, havehooks, blowlamps and
o on on the site or in the plumbing
work hop of your technical college.
A I ngthy de cription of these i
therefore unnece sary.
The maintenance of hand tools i
important both from the practical
angle and from the point of view of
afety. Thi applies to all tool,
wheth r they be your own or pro-
vided by your employer for your u e.
Blunt, damaged, and generally un-
cared for tools will not produce good
work, and they are liable to prove
dangerou to the u er.
All wood tools u ed for working
lead should be kept quite eparate
from steel tools which could mark or
bruise th m. The e blemi hes would
result in damage or scratching of the
lead.
Wood tools, like cricket bats,
should be carefully pre erved from
damp, which would cause them to
swell out of hape. On the other
hand, they hould not be allowed to
become dry, ince this would make
them shrink and crack. An oc-
casional dressing with linseed oil will
keep bo sing and other lead work
tools in good order.
The cutting urfaces of file and
rasps must be kept clear by frequent
cleanings with a wire bru h.
Cutting tools must be kept sharp,
and the cutting edges covered when
the tool is not in use so as to protect
them .from damage, and also avoid..
the n k of personal injury. For
example, a short length of bicycle
inner tube slipped over the handle
of a pair of snips will keep the cut-
ting blades clo~ed and safe. Short
I ngths of ha e pipe might be used to
protect the cutting ends of chi el .
You will think of everal more
dodge of this nature which will be
fTective.
"Mu hroomed" or burred cold
chisel edge hould be dealt with
quickly ince the e burr are apt to
chip ofT. If they fly into the eye,
they can have tragic re ults. The
imple t treatment is to grind off the
burr until the end of the chisel re-
gains its original shape. U e goggle
(Col/tinued page Seventeen).
Fifteell
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BATHRO
quality plumbing
fixtures and fittings
for distinctive
Superbvitreous chinawith luxurious gleaming!l tLings for lif tim
qualiLy. Distributed, through normal trade channels. lllusLraL d
above: 'Nuadale' pedestal basin and 'NuasLyl ' mixer supply.
'Unisyla' vacumatic extra-qui t w.e. 'Loch Ranza.' safety bath.
Richards ceramic wall and floor tiles.
ARMITAGE WARE LTD, Armltage, Rugeley, StafJordshlr
Telephone: Armltage 2$] (7 lines)
Irish Representative
F.N.S.AHERN
46 Wynberg Park, Stradbrook Road, Blackrock
Dublin, Eire. Telephone 85309
iXIC'l'1l
S nd for d tails to: ARMITAGE WARE LTD.
ArmiLag ,Rugeley, taffs.
.IONSIl
AUUIt
. .." .
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DOCKRELLS of Georges Sl., Dublin
Compres ion Joint Fittings - Copper Piping - Pipe Wrap
Copper Cylinder - Open Top Tanks - Pres ed Steel and a t
Iron Radiator Oil Fired and Solid uel Boilers - Bath.
Ba in . Toilet et. Shower Fitting - Mixer Fitting - Stain
le Steel. Enamel Steel. Fire Clay ink - Blow Lamp. Solder -
Bathroom and Kitchen Furniture - Double ompartment Tank.
For a full comprehen ive supply of plumbing materials:
•••
April, 1961.
when mixed with air in a certain pro-
portion is highly explo ive. 0 one
should meddle with oxy-acetylene
equipment unless properly instructed
in its use.
plumber often finds that the
ability to ketch detail of his work
i very useful, ince by this method
he can expre s an idea more quickly,
and often more effectively, than in a
written or poken description. It is
not difficult to learn how to do it if
one practices often enough.
Job planning is hardly a tool of the
trade, but you will find that if some
thought i given to the placing of
materials on the ite. and the order
in which the work should proceed,
there will be a con iderable saving in
labour and time. This sort of fore-
thought is characteristic of the good
plumber. who mu t very often think
and act on hi own.
WATER:
Properties of water, specific gravity,
water pre sure, rule and conver ions,
and measurement of water pres ure.
-,
I
mean
work
tools
safer
We extend a hearty invitation to our many
friends in the plumbing trade and all those
interested in modern kitchen and bathroom
furniture and fittings to vi it our exten ive
howroom .
eek advice from a competent electri-
cian (or ome other respon ible per-
son) before connecting or using
them. They need constant care both
when being u ed and when in store.
rayed or damaged leads must be
replaced at once.
All portable electric equipment
hould be fitted with heavy duty
three-core cable, properly connected
through a three-pin plug and socket;
and it should only be used when a
proper earth connection has been
made.
Electric extcn ion-lead 1a ID p s
should be waterproof, fitted with a
three-core cable. and effectively
earthed. Do not connect extension
lamps to ordinary lamp-holders-
they do not have an earth connec-
tion.
OXY-ACETYLENE WELDING.-
This equipment j commonly used
by the modern plumber for pipe
welding and lead burning. If cor-
rectly stored and u ed, the gas and
equipment are perfectly afe, but
acetylene gas is inflammable and
INVITATION
kept
and
Well
better
from page fifteen
to protect the eyes from flying dust
and metal particle when using the
carborundum grinder.
Stock and die.s. pipe vice, copper
tube bender, pIpe cutter, etc., all
need an occasional rub over with an
oily rag to protect them from rust.
But be careful to keep the handle
free from oil-it m a k e s them
slippery. and in building work, a slip
can be dangerou .
Wedge in the heads of hammer
and mallet handles often work loose,
and the tool becomes unsafe. Faulty
wedges hould be refixed or replaced
a nece ary. plit or damaged
hammer handles hould be ruthlessly
crapped, and new ones fitted.
Alway remember that well-kept
tools not only produce better work;
they al 0 mean safer working. No
one can oITord to be careless in this
important matter.
Reduce t1ime
pORTABLE ELECfRIC powered
tool help to reduce time and
cfTort. but it is advi able always to
TRAD QUIRI I VlTED.
Seventeen
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Carrying on the wonderful tradition of the
century old parent foundry, thc Corri Group of Compani s
is cast in the Mould of Success s rvlcing
th Home with baths and fires;
Industry with engineering nuts and bolts; and Agricultw'c
with a wide range of scientificallY
design d farm implements.
I
C'~" -X-
~~ c(9~@
d12ID©Dilll@
. ,
COMPANY LIMITED
LIMIT D
ORRI BOLT LI IT D
c~~p&AKrle
T THE R.D.. PRI G HOW
J. CORRIE &
IRI H FO DRIE
The HomeAg riculture
Eigl1./.t!en
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The first of a •series on automatic
April, 1961.
temperature control
....................................................I:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
BASIC CONSIDERATION OF
AUTOMATIC CONTROL
IT IS now generally accepted that
automatic temperature control are
a necessity in the ucces fUl operation
of a modern heating or air condition-
ing installation.
In recent year there has been a
rapid advance in design of control -
to uch an extent that it i often diffi-
cult. eve n for the experienced
engineer, to decide which type of
control will best suit hi purpo e.
Furthermore the technology of auto-
matic control ha tended to become
peciali ed and it is not easy to find
literature which will a i t the heating
engineer in determining hi require-
ments. It i hooed that this and
ubsequent articles will fill that want
and in particular give the ba ic con-
ideration tbat are nece sarv to
determine tbe required control y t~m.
If one wanted a general definition
of an automatic controller it would be
that it is a device to change one
physical value as a function of
another. As a practical example one
must vary the heat in!,ut to a heated
space to compensate for outside tem-
perature changes or i n c rea e d
occupancy or incidental heat gain Or
permutations of all three. Obvio,'sly
the type of control uitable for onc
application may not be suitable for
another-so let us examine the five
main group of control system which
are available.
TWO POSITION CONTROL-A
the name explain this y tem i one
in which the final control element,
such as a motori ed valve or an
electric immer ion element, take u!'
one or other of two extreme !,osition
namely "open" or "clo ed," or in the
ca e of the immer ion element "on"
r "off." When the tem!,erature of
.he controlled medium ri e to the
operating point of the thermo tat or
detector then the final control element
moves to the clo ed or off position and
the input of heat i topped. on-
ver ely when the temperature fall the
control element is opened or switched
on.
It can ea ily be seen that such a
-.:ontroller must oscillate above and
below the desired value or set point
of the thermostat. The amount of
this oscillation i known as the
differential and is directly related to
the system time lag and the rate of
rise Or fall of temperature in the con-
trolled medium.
System time lag can be expres ed as
the time it take the thermostat to
sense the reaction of the operating
equence it has et in motion. A given
time lag will therefore ~ive a greater
differential if the rate of rise of tem-
perature i fast.
Very suita ble
TWO POSITION control is there-
fore very suitable where time
lags are small and rate of tempera-
ture are slow.
PROPORTIONAL CONTROL-
LER-Tn thi type of control Ystem
the final control element is po itioned
in proportion to the amount which the
temperature of the controlled medium
has moved from the set !,oint of the
thermostat, i.e. the amount of COrrec-
tive action initiated by the thermo tat
is directly proportional to the amount
by which the controlled medium tem-
perature has deviated from the et
point of the thermostat.
The range of temperatures which
can be obtained by moving the final
control element from one extreme to
the other i known a the proportional
band.
For many purpo es the proportional
controller is ideal but for general
heating and ventilating installation it
suffers from an inherent characteristic
known as "offset." Assume that a
room is being heated by radiators and
the method of control is a propor-
tional controller comprising a hot
By
R. E. AYERS,
M.A.S.E.E.
water valve and room detector, The
controller ha a proportional band of
say 10 deg. F. and it i required to
hold room temperature at 65 deg. F.
To do tbis let us a sume the valve
under stable load conditions is 50 per
cent. open. The outside temperature
falls and as the rate of heat los in-
creases the room temperature com-
mences to drop. This will operate
the valve to a more open position and
the. ,:alve will continue to operate
until It takes up a new position where
the rate of heat input is increa ed by
an amount proportional to the fall in
room temperature. The fall in room
t~l~perature will be stopped but pro-
vldmg the out ide temoerature doe
not alter further th~ valve will
stabilize in a position which will ju t
balance the increa cd heat 10 ses and
therefore the room temoerature will
remain at some lower v~lu.e than re-
quired. The difference between this
new value and the desired value is
known as the "off et."
The amount of thi off et i a direct
function of the proportional band and
by reducing the pro!>Ortional band it
is po ible to reduce the amount of
off et-but there are definite limits to
which thi can be done in practice
beeau e as the proportional b~nd de-
crea es the valve will tend to hunt and
in the final analy i become a two-
position valve and under these con-
(Continued page Twenty-one)
Nineteell
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Fibregla s BandageCrown 200
FIBREGLASS HEAT INSULATIONS
For all Central Heating, Hot Water, Steam and
Industrial Thermal Insulation
* * *LARGE STOCKS AVAILABLE EX DUBLIN
•.• of •••
RIGID A D FLEXIBLE SECTIO S - CROW
100, in Roll or Slab Form - CROW 200, in
Semi-Ridge Slabs - WHITE WOOL - RESI
BONDED SLABS • SEWN SHEET OR BLAN-
KETS AND BANDAGE FOR PIPE-WRAPPI G.
FULLY ILLUSTRATED LITERATURE A D PRICES SE T 0 REQUEST.
Main Distributors in Republic of Ireland:
MONSELL M/TCNELL & CO. LTD.
67 - 73 TOWNSEND STREET - DUBLI , 2
HIGH GRADE OIL FUELS
FOR EFFICIENT HEA TING
SHAMROCK PETROL LIMITED DUBLI N AND CORK
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Basic consideration of
automatic control
PACE HEAT! G
CO TROLS
Twenty-one
proportional to the deviation.
In such a controller both the pro-
portional bands and the integral
action are adjustable.
The proportional/integral controller
is suitable for installations where
large time lag exist, uch a air con-
ditioning plant.
«:- Main groups
MOS!. Co.~·H.ROLLE.R.S can be
dIVided mto one of three main
groups depending upon .the medium
'Used to transmit the corrective action
between the detecting element and the
final control element.
Hydraulic systems-this entail th::
u e of a liqu,id filled phial and con-
necting capillary tube to the final con-
trol etement. Expansion and con-
traction of the liquid orovide the
motive power for the tinal control
element which is usually of the pro-
portional controller type. The ad-
vantage of this system is that it can
be .u ed where no electric power i
avaIlable. Care mu t be taken in
installation especially in regard to the
capillary. and the use is limited by the
low motive pOwer available.
Pneumatic systems - In the::
systems compressed air i used a the
operating medium, the thermo tat
releasing pressure in the ystem and
thu operating a diaphragm motiva-
tlllg the final control element. This
system has advantages where a mul-
tiplicity of co~trol points i requ.ired
but ~areful ~alUtenance is required to
obtam maximum efficiency.
Elec~ systems-The detecting im-
p.ulse. IS used 10 operate an electrical
clrcUl.t. All the types of controllers
descnbed above can be obtained to
oper~te electrically and it can be
readily een that an impulse eau ed by
the mallest ?eviation of temperature
can be amplified electrically to pro-
duce greater motivating power for the
final controller.
Briefly, then, the types of control-
lers ~nd control ystem have been
d~scnbed. In sub equent article it
wl.ll be shown how they can be ap-
phe~ to the everyday problem of the
~eatlllg. ventilating and air condition-
109 of buildings.
A single speed floating controller
operates at the ame rate irrespective
of the magnitUJde of the deviation. A
multi-speed controller, using two or
more speeds, can to some extent re-
cognise the magnitude of deviation
and move at the sp~ed neces ary to
correct the deviation in as hort a time
as possible. Although th~ term
"speed" has been used here, it could
equally apply to those floating con-
trollers u ing predetermined periods of
operation i.e. the greater the magni-
tude of deviation the lon£er the con-
trolling element operates.
An ideal control y tem for instal-
lations having mall time lags and a
fast rate of change of temperature.
INTEGRAL ONTROLLER-
Thi sy tem i really a logical pro -
gre sion of the floating controller in
that if you could have an infinite
number of speed on a floating con-
troller you would obtain an integral
controller. In short, the integral
controller move the control element
at a speed proportional to the mag-
nitude of the deviation of the con-
trolled temperature from the desired
value. 0 long a any deviation exist
there i corrective action.
The characteristics of this type of
ystem, while desirable, can only be
applied to a limited field, becau e like
floating controllers it can only be used
on installation with mall time lags
and rapid rate of change of tempera-
ture. If long time lags exist then the
control becomes un table.
PROPORTIONAL INTEGRAL
CONTROLLER.-The proportional
controller give table control but
with "offset"-the integral controller
gives corrective action as long as de-
viation exist but can only operate on
in tallations with mall time lags.
Obviou ly then a control system
which can combine the advantages of
these two controller i approaching
nearer the ideal controller.
Briefly in sueh a controller the final
corrective action i the um of two
separate control actions-a propor-
tional action which is proportional to
the amount of deviation and an in-
tegral action which provides ad-
ditional corrective action at a rate
dition the control tend to become
un table.
An attempt can be made to reduce
or remove offset in ome proportional
controller by using a compen ating
element 'USually in the form of an
additional thermo tat or detector
situated 0 u t si d e the controlled
medium Le. external to a building.
The function of this extra detector is
to raise or lower the control point of
the ystem by an amount which will
give sufficient corrective action to
bring the controlled medium temp~ra­
ture to its true desired value. While
thi method goes some way toward
correcting offset it is not a complete
olution as it a sume that all heat
input changes are a a re ult of out-
side temperature change and this is
not always true.
Stable controlTO UMMARISE, the proportional
controller can give stable control
but the inherent ofT et re ult in the
temperature of the controlled medium
varying as the heating load change
i.e. increa e in heating load produces
a lower controlled temperature and
vice versa. Where used to ·:::ontrol
in tallation with medium to short
time lags and a low rate of change
of temperature then table control
can be obtained without exces ive
off et.
FLOATING CONTROLLERS-
Thi type of controller i one which
operate toward one or other of it
extreme a long a there i a
difference in temperature of the con-
trolled medium from the deired
value. or example an immersion
thermo tat in a mixed flow main en-
e that the water temperature has
fallen. It therefore operates the
mixing valve to obtain more hot water
and continue to do 0 until the water
ha risen to the de ired value. If the
water temperature ri e the reverse
OCcur. It i u ual to incorporate a
dead zone in the thermo tat 0 that
frequent revel' al of the control
element are eliminated and when the
y tem i exactly balanced this
element remain or "floats" in the
dead position until a further deviation
of temperature occurs.
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The main difficulty from the con-
tractors end is the shortage of skilled
operatives to install the system, and
perhaps with the co-operation of
Vocational Education Committees and
the major fuel companies, short in-
structional courses could be held to
rectify this.
While on the subject of heating, it
is very interesting to note the com-
plete change in jointing methods.
Previously the screwed joint with
union was in general use, now, how-
ever, oxy-acetylene welding ha almost
superseded it, and on large modern
schemes, screwed joints are few and
far between. This, of course, de-
mands of the craftsman a high degree
of welding skill, and it is now almost
a routine question for employers when
engaging staff to ask "can you weld
and braze?" In order to bring some
sort of uniformity in this, the Irish
Welding Institute have formulated
test procedures, and it is intended that
eventually a recognised certificate of
proficiency in welding similar to
A.P.!. and Lloyds standard will be
Main
of
difficulty is shortage
skill ed operatives
natively a pass in .the Group Trade
Certificate obtained after attending a
two years course in a vocational
school, is a neces ity before entering a
trade as an apprentice.
This Act will come into full force
in September, 1963, and is certainly
~ot. before it time. On the contrary,
I~ IS long overdue, as those respon-
SIble for training aporentices know
only too well. -
In the Coll~ge of Technology, Bol-
ton St., DublIn, and in similar Col-
leges and Schools throughout the 32
Countie, cour es in plumbing and
heating have been held for many
year, and it is gratifying to note that
most of the major firm in the indus-
try, are controlled by what may be
termed "graduate" of these in-
stitutions.
In conclusion, it would seem that
future development will lie in the use
of plastics, pitch fibre, or re in im-
preg~ated d r a i nag e pipes, pre-
fabncated copper or aluminium
roofing ections and in the heating
field we hall see even greater auto-
mation in the control of installation
Dj trict heating from one boiler hou ~
may well come to the fore al 0 and
will help to give clean air ove; our
citie.
for
at its wonderful best
install ••.
CENTRAL HEATING
Ltd.,
Bluebell Foundry
Inchicore, Dublin
Telephone: 501049
GE ERAL FOU DERS & E GI EERS
Bras, Bronze and Aluminium
Castings,
Die Casting,
Shell Moulding,
General Turning, Machining and
Welding.
Cummins
Bros.
WATER
RADIATORS
for indirect systems
DIMPLEX PRESSED
STEEL RADIATORS
pressed steel and copper
* Stove enamel or primer
finish
* Most efficient
* Lighter in weight
* Easier to install
* VIrtually unbreakable
* Frostproof
* No dust traps
* Models from 5 to 30 sq. ft
for direct systems
DIMPLEX COPPER
RADIATORS
Eire Agents:
A. Bell & Co. (Eire) Ltd.
(Rere) 136. Botanic Roa(l.
(Hasnevln. Dublin, 9. Tel.:
373611/2.
* Attractively styled
* Non rusting
* Non corrosive
* Full conformity to BSS
* Models from 3~ to 15
sq. ft.
* Stove enamel finish
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The first article In a short introductory series which
will deal w\ith
by-------
BORE HEATINGSMALLI
AS THE standards of living in-
crease, s::> thc demand for com-
fort also goes up. Such a statement
has been found to be very appro-
priate to this country recently with
regard to people hav:ng their hOt:ses
centrally heated.
The small-bore system of heating
is one which was first developed by
the British Coal Utilization Research
Association. Their work on this
form of he a tin g was primarily
brought about by the necessity to
make the best p 0 s sib I e use of
Britain's solid fuel resources. In in-
vestigating what forms of heating
were most likely to achieve this need,
certain 0 the r conditions, mainly
economic in character, had to be ful-
filled.
The first of such considerations
was that the cost of installing any
system had to be within the reach of
the average householder, that is at
a comparatively low prime cost.
Secondly, that running costs should
be little more than would normally
be encountered with less efficient
means of heating. In addition, it
was desirable to introduce a system
that would allow the piping to be in-
stalled in an existing house without
costly structural work being neces-
sary, and at the same time using
pipes that were s~all in overall di~­
meter, unobstruslve and neat m
appearance.
The work done by the British Coal
Utilization Research Association has
produced a system fulfilling these
conditions and the many thousand
of satisfactory installations in opera-
tion now have proved the merit of
their initial work.
It must be stated that the smaIl-
bore heating installations should be
correctly designed and installed to
ensure that the required amount of
heat is available and to make open
fires unnecessary. It is possible, how-
ever, to design an installation that
will give background warmth only
and yet allow the luxury of open
fires as well.
At the time that the British Coal
Utilization Research Association
were doing their experimental work
it is unlikely that they thol!ght of
such an installation working in re-
verse, but such heating systems can
during the summer be connected to
cooling coils and the water circulates
throughout the piping and radiators,
thereby cooling the premises.
Before going into details, it would
be well to give some thought, by way
of comparison, to the more conven-
tional type of heating instaIlation
which has hitherto been used in
domestic installations.
To install a fuIl traditional central
heating system in an existing dweIl-
ing is a costly business and, because
of this, few have been able to afford
the expense involved, even though
they fully understand and appreciate
the many advantages to be obtained
from living in a house having an
equable temperature in every room.
In addition to the cost of the actual
installation itself, there are many
extra co ts to be met for redecora-
tion, the very real pos ibility of per-
manent damage to floor where the
pipes have to be let into floor joists
and also the risk of weakening such
tructural members. Further, there
is not infrequently the feeling that,
having expended a considerable sum
of money in fitting such a system,
the running costs will be high, and
that, in spite of the trouble and ex-
pense involved, one may have an
inefficient system, providing room
temperatures that are high, uncom-
fortable and lacking in that degree of
JAMES M. HAIG,
A.M.I.W., A.M.I.P.
flexibility so necessary to deal with
our .variable climate, and yet so es-
sentIal to ensure bodily comfort un-
less expensive control devices' are
employed. The alternative that is
~sually forced upon the householder
I to open windows in order to reduce
the room temperature, resulting in a
corresponding waste of fuel.
. The original purpose of develop-
Ing the small-bore heating system was
to heat a dwelling of up to 1,500 sq.
feet floor area. It is nevertheless
possible to instal such a system in
p~emises having a larger area, pro-
VIded that the installation can be
desi~ned r?und a centrally placed
hea.tlng UOlt, .making is possible to
deSIgn the pIpe layout to include
more, but shorter, pipe circuits.
Briefly, the small-bore heating sys-
tem consists of a boiler to which the
radiators are connected by means of
1 in. nominal bore copper tubes, the
heated water being forced through
the tUb.es and r~diators by mean of
a speCIally deSIgned pump or cir-
culator.
To ensure proper temperature
co.nt.rol, an a~tomatically operated
m.lxlng valve IS used in conjunction
With a by-pass pipe. This mixing
valve, which i actuated by the out-
ide air temperature, thus- en ures
that the heat output from the radia-
tors is controIled under such weather
conditions, without affecting the
boiler temperature. Such an arrange-
Continued page Twenty-seven.
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THE STUDENTS AND GRADUATE SECTION OF THE INSTITUTE
OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS ORGANISED A SYMPOSIUM AT THE
PHYSICS THEATRE, TRINITY COLLEGE, UNDER THE HEADING' THE
BIG HEAT'. HERE ARE SOME OF THE POINTS MADE BY THE FIVE
~FEAKERS ... THE
THE ADVANTAGES of other means
of heating have been widely publi-
cised but little has been said of the
reason in favour of solid fuel, said
Mr. J. J. Hussey, A.M.lnsLF., Sales
Manager of Messrs. Thomas Heiton
and Co. Ltd.
We quote here ome of the points
raised in his lengthy paper which poke
out strongly in favour of the use of
solid fuel.
The battle for solid fuel, he said, is
essentially a combined operation. Look
at any trade or industry in this country
and you will find that sales promotion
is a joint re ponsibility, accepted as
such and embracing the efTorts of
producer and distributor alike.
Based on this reali ation, a scheme is
envi aged which will entail the close
co-operation between the Coal Trade
as such and the mining interests in this
country. J feel that there is a big
potential for the future if the joint
interests are prepared to put their backs
into alesmanship and publicity in view
of the ever growing demand of the
con umer public for the lowe t co t
central heating.
For the purpose of this paper, J
10 page Thirly
• J. J. Hussey,
A. M. Ins t. F.,
Sales Manager of
Thomas Heiton.
• Frank Lunne1,
Assistant Techni-
cal Development
Supervisor wit h
Bord na Mona.
SOLlD FUEL-
Little said
its lavour
.In ICi
HEAT
is best, he continued. Radiant heat
has the advantages that it j not con-
umed until it meets some body which
can absorb, and that it can warm our
bodies without appreciably warming
the air between ourselves and the
source of heat.
With convected heat on the other
hand, air is used as the medium of
heat exchange and the air in a room
heated by convection is always warm.
However, said Mr. Lunney, the
most serious disadvantage of radiant
heating is it cost. One must either
use a high-grade fuel such as ga or
electricity, both inherently expensive
fuels, or else use a comparatively
cheap low grade fuel at an extremely
low efficiency in an open fire. In his
opinion the immediate future of
10 page Thirly
GAS-
Eight points
in its lavour
TURF-
An ideal,
economic luel
I WOULD point out at the out et,
said Mr. Frank Lunney, As istant
Technical Development upervisor
• E. W. Apsey, with Bord na Mona, that the subject
Installation En- under discus ion i domestic heating
gineer, 0 f the and not domestic central heating,
AIliance an d . . I t f thDublin Con s u- whIch lS on y one aspec 0 e
mer!!' Gas Corn- matter.
pany. As between radiant and convected
heat it is difficult to ay which type
THE CASE for ga as a fuel wa
put forward by Mr. E. W. Apsey,
In tallation Engineer, of the Alliance
and Dublin Consumer' Ga om-
pany, who li ted eight main advant-
ages of the fuel.
He said that gas provided no
storage problems, it wa alway on
tap, was flexible. ea ily and cheaply
controlled, silent in operation, moke-
less, bad a low initial co t and frec
after-sales service.
The lightly higher cost per u eful
therm, as compared with olid fuel
or oil, was being overcome to a great
extent by tbe introduction of attrac-
tive tariffs, be aid. The Dublin Ga~
Twenly-four
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• Paddy Walsh
of the Electricity
Supply Board.
• Dave McCoy,
Esso's Home Heat
Promoter.
OIL-
Lowest
running cost
OIL FIRED central heating has the
lowest running cost of any fuJly
automatic system, said Mr. Dave
McCoy, Esso's Home Heat Promoter.
He went on to outline the three main
systems of oil fired central heating.
Low Pressure Hot Water System.-
Using oil as a source of heat, water
is heated in a boiler unit and circul-
ated throughout the house to radiators
Or similar units located in each room
which transmit their heat into the special ducts throu.gh a grille into
room. The boiler unit will also beat each of the various room. Warm air
all water for domestic u e if required. systems can al 0 be u ed to supply
Warm Air Systems.-Instead of domestic hot water.
using bot water and radiators, air can Warm air sy terns are most suitable
be heated in a furnace and blown via to page Thirty-three
---------=----=
damage to decoration in your home."
Convenience: "It is almo t univer-
~ally agreed that electrical heating is
the most convenient form of heating
one can have. It lends itself readily
to thermostatic control; it can be in-
stalled with minimum disturbance to
[he house; it requires no fuel store.
tanks or chimneys, and it can be
added to gradually to bring you
progressively-without variation from
100 per cent. eiIiciency-from inter-
mittent heating through background
heating to full comfort central heat-
ing."
Price Stability: "I have some figures
here which may surprise you-the
--------- variation in the average price of
ELECTRICITY electricity from 1935 to date. If we
- take the price in 1935 as 100 per cent.
Sold lully to page Thirty-one
relined
Co. tariff for whole house heating
is:-First 40 therms per quarter, 2/2d.
per therm; next 20 therms per quarter,
l/lOtd; and the remainder, per quarter,
If7td. All gas consumed is charged at
this rate, consequently there is a con-
siderable increased benefit fOr tho e
using gas for other pUifposes, i.e.,
cooking, water heating.
More manufacturers are recognising
the advantages of gas and are entering
this rapidly developing market, con-
sequently there is a much wider choice
of suitable units. All are fully auto-
to page Thirty
SPEAKING for the E.S.B. Mr.
Paddy Walsh said that he must
admit to a bias in favour of electrical
heating. "It would be very strange
if I did not feel this way," he said.
"You can draw your own con-
clusions to my arguments in favour of
electrical heating," he added, before
outlinging four important factors
connected with the use of electrical
power.
Cleanliness: "Of all the fuels which
you will hear of to-night electricity i
the only one which is sold to you in a
fully refined form. It is the only fud
which will be converted 100 oer cent.
mto heat-without ashes,· without
fumes, without condensation, without
products of combustion of any kind.
Those products of combustion have
been left behind in our power station
and cause no discomfort or dirt or
The questions
One member of the audience had
recently built a hous.e and Sires.sed that
the saving he made by eliminating
chimney breasts and fire places in most
rooms and by not having wooden
flooring, "went a long way towards. the
capital cost of a floor heating in-
stallation ."
Regarding the trouble and incon-
venience of stoaking and clearing coal
boilers, etc., Mr. J. J. Hussey suggested
that an automatic means of doing
these jobs could make solid fllel boilers
a much more popular means of heat-
ing.
The necessity for a high degree oj
they asked ...
ventilation with oil and gas systems was
mentioned by a member of the
audience. He was using a gas and an
oil heater and found that having to
leave windows open to ventilate the
room called for a considerably high
heat input to maintain a comfortable
temperatllre and the running cost
amounted to about £1 per week even
when the heaters were relatively seldom
used.
The very low efficiency of turf as
used in boilers was questioned and Mr.
E. Tunney pointed out that these low
efficiency figures were quoted for coal
boilers burning turf. He suggested that
burning turf in a specially designed
turf boiler would improve matters con-
siderably.
A member of the audience ques-
tioned the economy of oil and stated
than an oil heating system was cosling
him £3 per week to r/ln. Mr. McCo)'
pointed out that the installation would
he in use continually for onl)' a few
months during the year. Over a full
year the running cost would probably
amount to about £1 per week and this
would be more in keeping with the
figures he (Mr. McCoy) had quoted
previously.
The use of the heat pump was also
raised but Mr. P. Walsh stated that
importation from the U.S.A. and the
very high capital cost would make it
prohibitive for this country.
Twenty-five
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70 YEARS
in the oil business-
MUNSTER SIMMS
are prepared to advise, FREE OF CHARGE,
on all types of
Consult us for all conversion jobs.
Prompt oil deliveries everywhere.
MU STER SIMMS & CO. (DUBLIN) LTD.
Alexandra Rd., Dublin. Tel. 47941-4.
..
CENTRAL HEATINCi
Plumbing and
Heating Contractors!
IF your Lagging problem is a domestic cylinder in Donegal, a Factory in Kerry, or a Boiler
in Galway, contact us without delay as all our Contracts, big or small, receive the same
individual attention.
You may only be pricing it now, in which case you can save yourself a lot of trouble
by ringing our number, 74652 Dublin, giving the Quantities and Specifications and We will
let you have the various prices for the work in the shortest possible time by return.
McAULEY & CUNNINGHAM
HEAT, COLD & OV D I ULATIO CO TRACTORS
9 Pearse Buildings, 23-25 Pearse Street, Dublin. Telephone 74652.
Twenty-six
Agents for "Pyrolaine" Boiler and Piping Insulation.
-,
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An electrical •engIneer looks at the ...
April, 1961.
BASIC HOT WATER REQUIREMENTS
IN THE HOME
HEATING from page
- twenty-three
THE BAS~C pro~lem in any hot
water mstallahon is generally
to provide hot water to three taps-
the sink, basin and bath-in a simple
and efficient way, economical in both
installation and running costs.
There are two ways in which the
problem can be solved by the use of
electricity. In the first, electricity is
used as the sole means of heating the
water; in the second, electricity is
used in conjunction with solid fuel in
order to ensure a constant supply of
hot water all the year round without
the necessity of using solid fuel dur-
ing mild weather.
Experience indicates that water at
a temperature of 140°F. is sufficiently
hot for all domestic requirements,
including dish-washing and laundry
work. Except where storage capacity
is limited, storage af water at a
higher temperature is not recom-
mended since:
(a) It tends to cause scale deposits
in hard water districts.
(b) It raises steeply the heat losses
from hot pipes and torage
vessels.
The importance of adequate insula-
tion of the hot water cylinder cannot
be too strongly emphasised - an
average cyclinder of 25 gallons cap-
acity kept continuously heated to a
temperature of 140°F. will Jose heat
equivalent to about 80 units of elec-
tricity per week. Since one unit of
electricity will heat 4 gallon of water
to 140oP. the heat wasted is enough
to upply 320 gallon of hot water.
This is more than double the weekly
quantity of hot water nece sary for
the average hou ehold. If the same
cylinder is fitted with a good in ul-
ating jacket 2" thick. the heat 10 es
from the cylinder will be reduced
from 80 units per week to about 20
unit per week-a saving of 60 units
per week.
A an alternative to the ready-made
jacket, the cyclinder may be in ulated
ati factorily by building a box
around the cyclinder and filling up the
box with a good insulating material
such as vermiculite (the large-grained
vermiculite of the type used for in-
sulating roof spaces is suitable). The
vermiculite hould have an average
thickness of 3", or more jf possible,
all round the cylinder and particularly
on the top. The top of the cylinder
should not be left exposed.
When fitting insulating jackets,
great care should be taken to ensure
that the jacket fits snugly all round.
Two types
BROADLY, there are two types of
ekctric water heater; first, the
immersion heater or circulater con-
sisting of a heating element and ther-
mostat for fixing into an existing hot
water cylinder; and secondly, the
self-contained type consisting af stor-
age cylinder, heating element, insul-
ating material and outer case, the
whole being designed and constructed
in the factory.
The immersion heater offers a cheap
and simple means of converting an
existin~ solid fuel water heating
system. For economical operation,
SMALL BORE
ment ensures that adequate heat is
available in the boiler to give an
abundant and constant supply of
domestic hot water.
Essentialo THE dome tic hot water side,
it is essential to use an indirect
copper cylinder coupled to .the boiler
by an independent gravity circuit.
This circuit i normally run in 4 in.
or 1 in. copper tubing and is entirely
separate from the radiator runs,
apart from the permis able case of a
towel rail being fitted.
The purpose of using an indirect
cylinder is that it will act as an ac-
cumulator to absorb any excess heat
in the boiler, in the event of a sudden
reduction in the required heating
the cylinder should be adequately in-
sulated and the draw-off pipe to the
sink should not be too long or of too
large a size.
A circulater is an immersion heater
fitted downwards from the top of
the tank and surrounded by an outer
sheath or draught tube. The water in
contact with the element circulates
upwards and emerges through a hole
at the top of the tube. The size of
the hole is restrictJed so that the
quantity of water flowing is raised to
a usable temperature during its pass-
age through the tube. A small quan-
tity of hot water is thereby made
available within a few minutes of
switching on.
Circulators are not suitable for hard
water districts as the tube or outlet
hole may become choked with cale.
The double immersion arrangement
comprise two immersion heaters-one
in the usual position near the bottom
of the cylinder, and one placed near
the top (about 6" from the upper rim)
so as to heat about 5 gallons of water.
Continued Page 36
load and until the boiler damper
control slows down the burning rate.
Returning to the heating side of
the installation, it is generally only
necessary to use t in. diameter cop-
per tubes in the heating circuits apart
from where the circuits run into a
common flow and return. At such
points these common mains would
be increased to ~ in.
The use of t in. diameter copper
tubes in the heating mains means
that there is no need to hide them
from view, as they are neat in ap-
pearance and can be run so as to
blend with the 'surroundings. The
pump allows great freedom in de-
ciding pipe runs, thus permitting
continued overleaf·
Twen ty-sevell
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BORE
SATCHWELL TM
ROOM THERMOSTAT
easy installation without costly struc-
tural work or damage to interior de-
corations. Furthermore, a consider-
able saving in pipe length is achieved
because it is not necessary to rise
above the floor levels on which the
from previous page
SMALL
radiators are to be fitted; this, in
turn, results in lower heat losses
from the distribution system and a
consequent saving in fuel.
The pipe runs need not be laid
with a constant rise or fall for ven-
tilating purposes. Inverted loop cir-
cuits, such as may be met with in
running round the door casings, may
be used, without fear of airlocking
the system. Air-cocks fitted at such
points are used only during the
initial filling up of the installation.
Generally, single pipe circuits con-
necting two or more radiators are
used, the temperature difference
between the flow and return being of
the order of 20°F. With such a low
differential the radiators are all
maintained at more or less the same
temperature. Obviously, the number
of circuits used in any given instal-
lation will vary according to the type
of dwelling involved, the positioning
of the rooms and whether it is a
house or bungalow. In general, the
normal house would have two, or at
THE SATCHWELL TM thermostat
is the latest in a line of room
thennostats which have been manu-
factured by The Rheostatic Co. Ltd.,
Slough, for nearly thirty-five years.
A new design of switch m~hanjsm
enables the thennostat to handle up
to 20 amps on A.C. sqppJies at the
same time livinI' a long contact! life
and a minimum in radio interference.
Although the appearance of the
thermostat has been designed to ap-
peal to the general public advance in
design and manufacturing technique
made it simple to install and wire,
extra reliable in operation and lower
in cost than any comparable unit.
. It has been designed to give ac-
curate control in a wide variety of
applications. Practical tests have
Twenty-eight
t~e most three, major pipe circuits
"':'lth perh~ps a shor~ loop feeding a
~tngle radiator as mIght be required
ID a hall or cloakroom.
To ensure that the full benefit of
a small-bore heating system is ob-
HEATING
tained, it is advisable to insulate the
roof space so as to avoid loss of
heat and consequent waste of fuel.
The domestic hot w ate r storage
cylinder should be fitted with an in-
sulating jacket and where, as in the
case of a bungalow, any pipes are
run in the roof space, they must be
protected against heat loss.
In designing a small-bC'fe heating
installation the following procedure
should be adopted:
1. Decide the required room tem-
perature and then calculate the heat
losses through walls, floors, ceilings,
etc.
2. Plan radiator positions and
pipe runs.
3. Calculate the friction losses in
pipe circuits, and determine from
these the pump size.
4. Size the radiators and boiler.
Room temperature requirements
may vary from client to client, but
generally the recommended room
temperatures stated in the Egerton
Report will find ready acceptance.
proved that the actual working
differential of the TM in the majority
of typical application i less than !
deg. F.
This practical figure should not be
confused with the mechanical differen-
tial which is often quoted in relation
to room thermostats. In fact the
performance of a room thermo tat
depends on various factor out ide the
thermostat, uch as the rate of change
of space temperature and the load
being controlled, so that the mechani-
cal differential i rarely any guide to
its performance.
Styled by a leading industrial
designer, the TM is ae thetically
pleasing in itself. The white cover is
moulded in tough polystyrene which is
resistant to any knocks it is likely to
Thus the foHowing temperatures can
be taken as giving comfort condi-
tions:
65°F. for living-rooms.
55°F. for bedrooms, cloakrooms
and halls.
Where a room is used only inter-
mittently and for comparatively
~h~rt pe~iods, such as a dining-room,
It IS adVIsable to adopt a design tem-
pe~ature of 70°F., thus ensuring a
qUIcker warming-up of the room
concer~ed. Ge:nerally with ordinary
domestIc premIses there is sufficient
heat available in the kitchen from
the boiler itself and the various hot
water pipe mains and flue pipes to
maintain an adequate temperature.
Where an outside boiler is used, pro-
vision must be made to warm the
kitchen and in this case 65°F. will be
found to be a satisfactory tempera-
ture.
The foregoing temperatures are
those required to give full central
heating comfort. Where, however,
open fires are to be used with the
small-bore heating system providing
only background heating, 60°F. may
be taken as the design temperature
for living-room .
NEXT MONTH
Calculating the heat
requirements.
receive. A compact in trument, it
mea lire only 4~" x 2t" x 21". A grey
dial with a serrated edge makes it easy
to select the required control tem-
perature and adju table stops are in-
corporated which can be set to limit
the knob travel to elected high and
Jaw (or "day/night") position.
The new atchwell TM room
thermostat. Available from: The
Manager for Ireland, "Graystoke."
ashville Road, Howth, Co. Dublin.
Price: tandard instrument li ted
at .£3.1.0 shows a considerable
reduction on the price of earlier
types.
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DO YOU STOCK
Thern-lo,loy
ELECTRICALLY HEATED CARPET
UNDERLAY
What a tremendous amount of interest there
IS m Tl1ermalay Electrically Heated Carpet
Underlay! No wonder-Thermalay is completely
new, the most nov I, simple, safe and economical
form of electrical heating to be introduced for
years. Thermalay provides even, all-over warmth
for only about a pennyworth of current an hour.
THERE ARE NO INSTALLATION COSTS! Atten-
tIOn I~ bemg focussed on Thermalay by a boldly-
conceIved national advertising campaign which
includes full colour pages in top Journals such
as "Ideal Home". YOU can reap the benefit by
making prominent displays of Thermalay.
-magnetic attraction that draws custom
through your doors!
::: FREE SALES AIDS, SHOWCARDS,
DISPLAYS, BLOCKS, LEAFLETS,
Ano AL ADVERTISI G IN THE
LEADING MAGAZINES.
Write today to:-
THERMALAY LIMITED, SHELF MILLS, SHELF,
NR. HALIFAX, YORKS, ENGLAND.
..:.
-:-
0,' ...T~ISIS
effective
W.I.C.U. tubing prevents cooling
of hot water, affords protection
against rust and pipe corrosion
and is decorative for externat
insulation. ~" size ex-stock from
L. R. WOOD
LTD.
174 PEARSE ST., DUBLIN
Leaflets and Technical advice
freely available.
....
April. 1961.
..:-
Electric Floor Warming
IS ECONOMICAL TO INSTALL AND RUN
REQUIRES PRACTICALLY NO MAINTENANCE, AND HAS A WORKING LIFE
EQUAL TO THAT OF THE BUILDING I WHICH IT IS INSTALLED.
* * * * * *
Our Tech~lical Advisory Service will gladly prepare Schemes and Estimates Free of Charge.
* * * * * *
We specialise in all types of electric heating for
Institutions, Factories, Offices, Churches
VOLT ENGINEERING &
ELECTRICAL CO. LTD.
20, TEMPLE BAR, DUBLIN. Phone: 77762
Twenty-mne
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from pages twenty four and twenty five.
domestic heating lay in convector
appliances.
Having discus ed the variou
systems of heating, he went on to
outline the relative co t of heat from
various fuel. " These co tare
based on the total therm in the fuel
and not necessarily the total heat
which i u efully available," he pointed
out.
out cinders or, in the normal cour e
of events, clinker.
(2) Ability to burn without smoke
formation, an important point in view
of the increasing public consciou ne s
of air pollution.
Be t re ult can be achieved with
turf fuel, as with all other fuels,
only When the proper appliances are
used. Bord na Mona is always ready
to advise, without any charge, on the
choice of equipment.
"I would now question the advi a-
bility of using central heating in
preference to individual room-heater
for the average home," he aid. It
was an indisputable fact, he pointed
out, that central heating is many
times dearer to install and also dearer
to operate than an equivalent num-
ber of individual room heaters.
High running costs are due to the
fact that inevitable 10 es occur from
the boiler and from the distribution
piping. The main wastage is, how-
ever, due to the fact that unless con-
stant attention is exercised, radiators
are left on in unoccupied rooms.
The individual room-heater, on the
other hand, is an extremely cheap
appliance to install and operate. All
the heat relea ed-apart from chimney
losses, which al 0 occur with central
heating boilers-i used in the room
to be heated. Fuel cannot be er-
iously wasted in an unoccupied room
since the appliance will simply not
be refuelled.
Peat briquettes are an ideal fuel for
the closed or openabJe room-heater.
Due to their high reactivity rapid
re ponse to air control is assured and
full heat calli be reached from the
" lumbering" po ition in a matter of
minutes.
In conclusion, extremely low-
burning rate can be achieved and
the fire will remain dormant for many
hour. It can be rapidly rekindled by
merely opening the air control.
GAS-
Eight points
in its favour
matic with ignition device, time and
temperature control and adequate
safety control, and are of contem-
porary de ign, colour and fini h.
In tallation of the e unit both
Price
per
Therm.
s. d.
I 101
2 8}
2 1
o 6~
o 6}
o 10
1 OJ
o 8
fuel
FUEL.
TURF-
An ideal,
.
economIc
costs 2/8td. (No allowance has been
made for standing charge);
Electricity at 8d. per unit u ed in
under floor heating at 95% efficiency
costs 2/ld. (No allowance bas been
made for any standing charge);
Oil in low pressure jet burner at 1/5
per gallon and 75% efficiency costs
l/ltd;
Oil in vapourising burner at 1/8 per
gallon and 75% efficiency costs 1/5 per
useful therm.
A final point made by Mr. Hussey
wa that on present known resources
alone there is at least 80 year supply
of anthracite available on present de-
mand in one mine alone in this country
and there are e timated reserves of
25,000,000 tons of good commercial
fuel.
Gas
Electricity at 1.ld. per unit
Electricity at 0.8d. per unit
Coke at £8 per ton ..
Anthracite grains at £8 per ton
Gas oil at 1/5 per iallon
Vaporising oil at 1/8 per gallon
Machine turf at £4 10 . per ton
Peat briquettes at £5 lOs. per
ton .. 0 7
Since turf fuel is old on an ex-
works ba is the delivered prices var-
ie with the di tance from the point
of supply. The prices qu.oted above
are rather higher than average.
The main advantage of turf fuel,
aid Mr. Lunney, are:-
(1) High reactivity, which gives
rapid re pon e to control, and com-
plete combustion to a fine a h, with-
THE BIG HEAT-
SOLID FUEL-
Little said in
its favour
propose to restrict the topic to L.P.H.W.
central heating, since it is accepted that
radiant heating is preferable to warm-
ing by convection and also in view of
the fact that as living standards rise
and domestic help becomes more
difficult to obtain, the trend towards
central heating increases.
For the average dwelling in this
country, the small bore heating system,
designed, tested and proved by the
British Coal Utilization Research
Association has many advantages to
offer for existing and new homes.
Many people contemplating central
heating will be con idering which fuel
to use and the yardstick on which
judgement should be based is running
cost and efficiency. Too frequently com-
parisons are made between out of date
coal burning appliances and the newest
oil fired apparatus. Tf the proper com-
parison is made, I am quite certain that
solid -fuel would win hands down.
On the question of efficiencies, fig-
ure of 75-80 per cent. are claimed for
oil fired boile-rs. It should, however,
be appreciated that with automatic oil
burners, which are intermittently
operated, the efficiency falls off rapidly
as the ratio of "off" to "on" time in-
crea es.
What really counts is overall
efficiency and with reasonable care and
cleaning this can remain at a high
standard on olid fuel appliance.
Mr. Hussey then went on to point
out that most types of solid fuel
appliance had been considerably
improved in recent years in term of
efficiency, labour reducing factors and
streamlined appearance.
Dealing with the que tion of fuel
he provided the following figure of
costs per useful therm:
Coke, at 8/- cwt. burned at 60%
efficiency co ts 1/1 per useful them;
Anthracite Grain at 8/- cwt. burned
at 75% efficiency co t 8td.;
Gas at J/101 per therm burned at
80% efficiency costs 2/4d.
Electricity at 1/J per unit used in an
immer ion group at 100% efficiency
Thirty
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simple and cheap and developments
in balanced flues, branched flues and
the "See Duct" principle have fur-
ther facilitated installation.
Small Bore Heatin& has received
considerable publicity recently and
undoubtedly it has definite advantages
over the conventional Jow pressure
gravity system, particularly for in-
stallation in existing houses. " Pack-
aged" gas fired units are available
which include all controls. pump, etc.,
suitable for connection to any type of
system. Installation costs are compar-
able with any other type of unit and
typical costs for complete small' bore
heating systems with gas-fired units
range from £230 for a 20,000
B.Th.U./hr. installation to £480 for a
60,000 B.Th.U.jhr. installation. Ga
consumptions range from 500
therms/annum for a 20,000 B.Th.U./hr.
installation to 1,500 therms/annum for
a 60,000 RTh.U./hI. installation.
Full central heating and hot water
supply can be provided for a gas
consumption of from 1,000 therms/
annum for a house of 1,200 sq. ft.
area to 1,700 therms/annum for a
house of 2,000 sq. ft. area.
The Warm Air Heatin& method, a
widely used in the D.S.A., has its own
special advantages over conventional
central heating systems and is partic-
ularly suitable for gas firing. Re-
earch and development work have
resulted in the production by various
manufacturers of a wide selection ()lE
units with outputs ranging from
17,000 BTh.D./hI. to 50,000
RTh.D./hI. at thermal efficiencie of
80%.
Basically the installation consist of
a fully automatic centrally located unit
from which warm air i distributed
by a ilent running fan through ducts
to suitably located outlet louvres in
the rooms to be heated. Indirect
type units incorporate water to air
heat exchangers, the hot water being
supplied by a conventional gas-fired
boiler which also provides domestic
hot water supply by use o( a calori-
fier. Direct type unit use a heat
exchanger in which the air is heated
directly by a gas burner and the
resulting products of combustion.
An important application of the
direct type unit is the "selective"
system, which provides fuJl heating
in selected rooms at selected times,
or background heating over a wider
zone. Cost of complete installation,
including time and temperature con-
trol, is in the region of £100 to £150.
A recent test showed the running cost
April, 1961.
for selective space heating. cooking
and water heating to be £59 per
annum. Importance of adequate
insulation and the control of ventila-
tion and humidity cannot be over-
emphasised. Sufficient attention has
not been directed to these features in
connection with dome tic space
heating, and the increased initial cost
is more than ju tified by the aving
in running cost.
ELECTRICITY-
sold lully
relined
the following were the average prices
at various times since then: 1945-
961' per cent.; 1955-100 per cent.;
and at present-lIS per cent.
"No other fuel can show the same
measure of price stability as this over
such a long period, and price stability
is an important consideration when
planning a heating method because
when installing a heating system one
should be concerned not alone with
the price of fuel at the time of in-
stallation but how it might vary
Continued page Thirty-three.
Heating
and
Ventilating
Plumbing
*
P. J. DUFFY
ENGINEERING CONTRACTOR
*55 Barton Road, Rathlarnham,
Dublin
Oil Fired
Installations I
-----_.
Telephone 908058
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The Irish Plumber and Heating Contractor.
We are pleased to have been associated lor over 25 years
with Plumbing and Central Heating Engineers throughout
the country.
Deliveries Everywhere
'Quasi-Arc' Electrodes And
Welding Plant
THE MOST OUTSTANDING NAME IN THE
FIELD OF ELECTRIC ARC WELDING
'British Oxygen' Equipment
Blowpipes & Cutters
FOR SAFETY, ECONOMY, DEPENDABILITY.
THE MOST POPULAR PRODUCTION AND
MAINTE A CE TOOL IN INDUSTRY.
Why Not Consult Us? Phone 55471
Industrial Gases (I.F.S.) Ltd.
BL U EBEL L I I N CHI COR E, DUB L I N
P. J. BROWNE &SONS,L1MITE~-1
- Sheet Metal Workers -
60 NORTH KING STREET
'Phone: 44675-44035.
DUBLIN
Contractors lor all types 01 ventilation
RECENT CONTRACTS: GRAFTO AR ADE; EW HAG A R AER LI GUS;
MESSRS. DONNELLYS, CORK ST.; NATIONAL· ITY BANK, DUBLIN; MESSRS.
A. GUINNESS SON & CO. (DUBLIN) LTD.; MURRAYS LTD.. TOBACCO FA TORY,
DUN LAOGHAIRE.
Thirty-two
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throughout the life of the heating
system.
"Low initial cost, economy of
operation and flexibility of design:
My Board's approach .to the domes-
tic heating market is summarised in
the Warm Home Plan which we intro-
duced at the beginning of this winter.
We believe that this plan offers a high
degree of comfort to home owners at
a very reasonable cost. Our approach
is to provide background beating to
55 deg. F. to 60 deg. F. in
the living areas of a house
by storage heaters or f1oor-
warming and intermittent heating by
Convector heaters, tubular heaters or
infra-red heaters in non-living areas-
bedrooms and bathroom. It is
whole-house heating. but not whole-
house heating of the high first cost
and high running cost of a full com-
fort (65 deg F.-70 deg. F.) central
heating system.
"I don't consider that there is at
present a very high potential market
for full comfort central heating
systems and I imagine that less than 1
per cent. of existing houses have a full
comfort central heating system."
spentbe
slightly worse: only 11 % of farm
dwellings have piped water.
Ireland is definitely lagging behind
other European countries in the
matter of rural piped supplies. In
many European countries the corres-
ponding percentages are from 50 to
80.
The fact that almost 90% of rural
houses in Ireland lack piped water is
an index of living conditions in
country districts. In his "Survey of
Agricultural Credit in Ireland," Mr.
F. W. Gilmore, Deputy Governor of
the V.S. Farm Credit Administra-
tion, remarked that:
Most farmsteads were equipped OIL-
with electricity but the need for
running water in the house and Lowest
other modern labour saving im-
provements for the housewife was running cost
evident on all sides . . . Modem for installation in new houses, par-
buildings that lead to improved ticularly bungalows.
health and better living conditions Boiler/Burner Units.-There are two
are worthy purposes for credit.
With the ready availability of types of boiler/burner units. Firstly,
water facilities grants, there is no the unit with a vapourising burner-
for smaller houses-usually placed in
excuse for farm women having to kitchen and uses Esso Domestic Oil.
carry water to about 90 per cent. Secondly, the unit with pressure jet
of the homes. burner-for larger houses-usually
The disadvantages of a poor water located outside either in garage or in
supply are not confined to the farm- an outhouse-uses Esso Heating Oil.
house. In dry seasons, farmers have Type 1 is normally partially auto-
to draw water for livestock, in some matic in operation-Le., works on
cases from considerable distances. high/low flame principle-and the
The time and trouble taken in this latest types are being made fully
way is lost to more productive .work. automatic. Type 2 is always tully
Quality as well as abundance 1S also aUitomatic.
coming to be recognised as of prime Mr. McCoy then pointed out the
importance in relation to water sup- advantages attached to the use of oil
plies ror dairy and livestock farming. fired central heating as he saw them.
The expansion of tourism will in-I Cleanliness.-No stoking, raking
volve the use of the small guest- or ash removal-and when burned
house a well a the large hotel. efficiently no smoke emitted-no dust
Running water and sanitation are from fuel on curtains, covers or car-
virtually essential to the proper en- pets.
tertainment of visitors and a much Instant Control of Heat Require-
wider spread of these facilities is ments.-The equipment can be readily
clearly desirable from the tourist continued overleaf
standpoint.
sons living in rural districts have in-
stalled private piped wate~ supplies.
The position .is accordmgly that
88 % of all persons living outside
towns and villages do not enjoy the
benefits of piped water. This figure
relates to both farmers and other
country dwellers. Taking the figures
for farmers alone, the position is
to cow-byres, farmyards and milking
parlours.
Roinn na Gaeltachta provide
grants up to £55 and £30 for the in-
stallation by connection with pub-
lic mains or otherwise of water sup-
plies and sewerage facilities respec-
tively in dwellings in Gaeltacht areas.
The Minister then inaugurated a
drive for the all-round improvement
of water and sewerage services in
both urban and rural areas. He visua-
lised a ten-year programme of works
at a rate of output much in excess of
me present level of activity.
A circular letter was issued to
sanitary authorities informing them
of the Government's decision regard-
ing better financial terms for sanitary
services works, which enables local
authorities to go forward confidently
with the planning and execution of
water and sewerage schemes. The
circular emphasised the importance
attached by the Minister to the exten-
sion of services to rural areas, where
the raising of living standards must
now be regarded as a major national
objective. A memorandum accom-
panied the circular letter outlining
the targets to be aimed at by local
authorities, the steps to be taken
towards comprehensive surveys and
planning, and the revised procedure
to be followed for the efficient pre-
paration and execution of schemes.
Comparison
THE need for greater activity in
the provision of piped water
supplies in rural districts is apparent
from the following comparison be-
tween towns and rurals areas:
Towns and Rural
Villages Districts
Population ... 1,539,928 1,358,336
Served by public
piped water 1,503,000 41,000
Percentage served 97 % 3%
In addition to tho e served by pub-
lic piped supplies. some 9% of per-
Grants up to a maximum of £100
are paid by the Department of Agri-
culture to farmers providing piped
water supplies to their dwellings by
connections with public mains or
otherwise. Additional grants up to
a similar amount are available under
certain conditions for water supplies
from page thirteen
£35,000,000 to
on ten year plan
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• Our acknowledgments to The
Hutchinson Group for the rights to
compile our series by A. L. Townsend,
M.R.P., M.R.B.H., from a work of
his shortly to be published by
Hutchinsons
vary from about £300 10 £400 while
installations with outside boil:rs will
vary. from £350 to £450. These ap-
proximate cost figures are for systems
pro.viding full central heating and sup-
plYlllg domestic hot water.
Running costs providing for full
central heating fOr a 30 week winter
period and dome tic hot water all the
year round in houses up to 1,400 sq.
ft. floor area would vary between £60
and £80. per annum depending upon
house size and domestic hot water
consumption.
. Similar houses without central heat-
mg wouJd spend between £35 and £45
per annum for heating (1 or 2 open
fires p;:r day) and domestic hot
water.
Oil fired central heating installations
are normally designed to give the fol-
lowi~g indoor temperature when the
outSIde temperature is 30°F.:-
Living Rooms 65°F.
Halls and Corridors 60°F.
Bedrooms 55°F.
Pence.
Esso Domestic Oil for u e in
vapouring boiler/burner units .. 16.8
Esso Heating Oil for use in press-
ure jet boiler/burner units .. 13.2
Coke .. 15.9
Anthracite .. .. 13.8
Electricity ., .. 27.8
Turf Briquettes .. 16.1
Gas .. 25.0
The assumptions made in arnvmg
at the above figures are as follows:-
Esso Domestic Oil-1/8d. per gallon:
Boiler Efficiency . . .. 75%
Esso Heating Oil-l/5d. per gallon:
Boiler Efficiency . . .. 80 %
Coke-£lO 15s. Od. per ton:
Boiler Efficiency .. 60 %
Anthracite-£13 lOs. Od. per ton:
Boil~r. Efficiency . . 75%
Electflclty-Average 0.9d. per unit:
Efficiency 95%
Turf-£6 Os. Od. per ton:
Boiler Efficiency 50 %
Gas-Average 1/8d. per therm:
Efficiency 80 %
In modern house up to 1,400 sq.
ft. in floor area it can be assumed
that where a kitchen type boiler is
being used the in tallation costs will
The Irish Plumber and Heating Contractor.
from previous page. use, is the REAL cost.
controlled automatically _ therefore The following is the cost per Useful
heat is only supplied as and whed Therm for various fuels:-
required.
Fully or Partially Automatic in
Operation.-An oil burner needs little
attention, even those that are man-
ually controlled only need the turning
of a knob. Fully automatic burners
need no attention except for periodic
servicing by a service engineer.
Quality of Fuel is Constant.-Fuel
quality tested during refining proces
-made 10 stringent specification to
ensure that only a product of the
highest quality free from contamina-
tion is actually used.
Storage.-Oil lends itself to easy
storage. Space required is small to-
wards that required for solid fuels.
Lowes~ Running Cost of any Fully
Automatic System.-In assessing com-
parative running costs the most in-
formative basis is to compare the
various fuels on a cost per -" useful
Therm" basis. A Therm (lOO 000
B.Th.D.) is the standard measu;e of
heat. A certain amount of heat from
most fuel goes to waste; .the more
efficient the heating appliance, there-
fore, the more heat usefully employed.
Thus the cost of producing a U etul
Therm, which is the heat put to good
J. H. JONES & CO.
227, Griffith Avenue, Drumcondra, Dublin. TeI. 372657
HOUSE·WARMING
Specialists in Heating, Ventilating, Plumbing
and Oil Burning
Installations l
•
OUR SPECIAL DEPARTME T WILL BE
PLEASED TO GIVE YOU EX PER T
ADVICE 0 A Y DOMESTIC HEATI G
PROBLEM. ESTIMATES FREE.
Thirty-four
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INVISIBLE HEA T WASTAGE
WHY NOT HAVE THIS SEEN TO NOW,
AND KEEP THE WE I G H T OF THESE
UNNECESSARILY REAVY FUEL BILLS OFF
NEXT YEAR'S BALA CE SHEET, USING
HIGH - GRADE PIPE AND B 0 I L E R
COVERINGS.
PETER
Exclude cold
Trap energy
Eliminate loss
Retain heat
O'(ONNOR
Contracts expertly carried out
Orders promptly executed
Neat workmanship
o delays
Only approved materials used
Reasonable charges
CASTLE ENGINEERING
WORKS, LTD.
Subsidiary to:
PETER O'CONNOR (INSULATIONS) LTD.
Caters for:
Lathe Work
Die-Making
Steel Fabrications
General Machine Work
Welding
Sheet Metal Work
(MANUFACTURERS' AGENTS):
Stockists in The Republic of:
Potters Insulations Ltd., IISuperb" C 0 m po sit ion (NPL
Certificate), High - Grade Finishings, First Coatings, Cold
Settings, Asbestos Slabs
SOLE AGENTS FOR Flame-Proofed Rigid Pipe Sections
~ .. SEE OUR PRICES. ASK OlJR REPRESENTATIVE TO CALL.
E QUIRIES:
PETER O'(ONNOR [Insulations] LTD.
68 DAME STREET, DUBLIN, 2
TELEPHONES: Offices: 73753,78955. Works: 41414.
Thirty-five
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from page twenty-seven
BASIC HOT WATER REQUIREMENTS IN THE HOME
Both immersion heaters are thermos-
tatically controlled. The lower heater
is usually of It or 2kW. size and is
switched on only on washday or for
baths. All other needs are supplied
by the upper immersion heater, which
is left switched on all the time. A
suitable size for the upper heater is
750 watts.
The use of two immersion heaters
gives the benefit of a constant supply
of hot water, together with a sub-
stantial red'lLCtion in heat losses from
the cylinder, since only a small por-
tion of the cylinder normally contains
hot water. For example, we have
seen that, even when fitted with a good
insulating jacket not less than 2"
thick, the average cylinder kept full
of hot water at 140°F. (which would
be the case if it were heated contin-
uously by the lO'Wer immersion group)
loses heat equal to 20 units of elec-
tricity per week. On the other hand,
if only the upper immersion group is
kept switched on continuously, the
losses would be reduced from 20 units
per week to 10 units per week. This
is a substantial saving and amply j'u,s-
tifies the small extra cost of installing
the upper immersion heater.
Where a single immersion heater is
already installed in the lower part O'f
the cylinder, the additional immersion
heater in the upper part can be con-
nected to the existing wiring.
All self-contained water heaters are
similar in general construction and
consist of a tinned copper water con-
tainer, surrounded by a thick lagging
of granulated cork or other heat in-
sulation, and enclosed in an enamell d
metal case. They are very efficient
in operation since, due to the heavy
lagging used, the standby losses are
reduced to a minimum and losses in
draw-off pipes are usually negligible
due to the prOximity of the heaters to
the point of usage.
There are three different types of
self-contained water heaters:-
Free Outlet Type: Supplies hot
water to one point only. It is mount-
ed on the wall or under the sink, and
a connection made to the nearest cold
water pipe and to the electricity
supply. Nothing further is required.
The flow of water is controlled by a
stop-cock on the inlet, which allow
cold water to enter and displace the
hot water through the open spout.
Pressure Type: This can supply a
number of hot water taps. It must
be provided with both a feed pipe
and an expansion pipe to a cold water
cistern.
Cistern Type: This consists of a
standard pressure type heater with a
self-contained ball tank added neatly
to the top of the heater. It is in-
tended for use where connection to
an existing cistern is impracticable.
The cistern type will supply any
number of hot taps providing the e
are at a lower level than the heater.
It is particuJarly suitable for installa-
tion in rural areas in conjunction with
automatic pressure storage water
pumping systems. As an overhead
tank is unnecessary, considerable sav-
ing in the installation is efIected, and
future extensions to the hot water
system may be easily carried out.
Simple and cheapTHE double immersion heater offer
a simple and cheap method of
providing an adequate and constant
supply of hot water to all hot tap
in the house. It will be cheap to run
provided the following point are ob-
served:-
(a) The cylinder must be effectively
insuJated with a jacket containing
at least a 2" thickness of good in-
sulating material.
(b) Thermostats should be set to give
water at 140°F. Higher tempera-
tures are unnecessary and merely
waste heat.
(c) All circulation of electrically
heated water should be avoided,
e.g., through towel rails or radia-
tors.
(d) The length of draw-oIT pipe to the
sink should not be exce sive. In
the average modern house, the
draw-off pipe is usually "light
gauge copper from the cylinder to
the bath, continuing in t" light
gauge copper from the bath to
the sink. Where these sizes of
copper pipe are used, the total run
from the cylinder to the sink
should not exceed 25 feet. If it
is over 25 feet "dead leg" heat
los es will be relatively high and it
will be more economical to install
a small self-contained water heater
at the sink.
It may be foood, especially in
some older houses, that large cop-
pipes, or pipes of lead or galvan-
ised steel are installed. In these
cases, the maximum run to the
sink should be somewhat less than
25 feet, depending on the pipes
used.
(e) "Single pipe" circulation in the
draw-off or vent pipe should be
avoided.
(f) Airing cupboards should not be
heated by leaving part of the
cylinder uncovered by insulation
for long periods.
The Self-contained Water Heater.-
In the maller sizes Cl gals., It gals.,
or sometimes 3 to 5), self-contained
water heaters are suitable for sinks
and isolated washbasins where a gen-
eral supply from the hot water cy-
linder is uneconomical due to long
pipe runs.
In the larger sizes (12, 20, 40 gal-
lons upwards) for installations where
no hot water supply already exist ; for
large houses and institutions where
the points of use are within reasonable
distance of each other, or suitably sit-
uated in groups; or where an alter-
native localised supply is de irable on
the grounds of economy or exped-
iency.
With regard to wiring cupboards, it
is sometimes thought that the lagging
of the cyclinder will make the cup-
board in which it is contained ineITec-
tive for clothes airing. This is by no
means the case. First, the amount O'f
heat escaping from an unlagged cy-
linder is in many cases exce ive, and
there is evidence that the high tem-
perature is a definite cause of reduced
life of linen and other clothe. ec-
ondly, the heat escaping through the
lagging (assuming constantly heated
water), while not appreciable, is
sufficient for the purpose of keeping
the cupboard in a warm dry condition
suitable for keeping clothes without
deleterious action.
Where an exceptional amount of
heat is required for airing purpose ,
a section of the insulating jacket may
be folded back 0 as to expose part
of the cylinder. Alternatively, a mall
100 watt cupboard heater may be in-
stalled. This may be bought cheaply
and will run for 10 hours on one unit
of electricity.
Published by Irish Trade and Technical Publications, Callaghan Chambers, 13-15 Dame Street, Dublin; Printed by The Greyhound
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SELL
ELECTRIC
WATER HEATING
this Summer
You have plenty of support when you suggest ELECTRIC
water heating to your customers. A large scale advertis-
ing campaign is helping to convince the public that elec-
trie water heating is the best, and a full range of water-
heating appliances enables you to provide the ideal
system for every home.
Now is the time when housewives hate to think of
having to light fires to provide hot water, w just suggest
ELECTRIC water heating and you've a sale in your
hands.
Electric water heating
.4 3: ;
•IS handier
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o ORROWS THERMOSTAT
This latest room
thermostat from
Satchwell is truly ahead
of its time. Ahead in
design, in looks, in
performance-in fact in
everything that has come
to be associated with
the name Satchwell
over the past 35 years.
20 ampere a.c. rating
Styled by a leading Industrial Designer
Impact resisting polystyrene cover
New thermal design with accelerator heater for rapid
response and accurate control
Proved Satchwell micro-gap switch for reliability
and long life
Easily-read scale with adjustable stops
Compact-and with price to match
Domestic and industrial versions available
We will be pleased to send you list 100B which gives full details of all the features of the new
ROOM THERMOSTAT
THE RHEOSTATIC COMPANY LTO· SLOUGH· BUCKS· Slough 23961
'[§J A Member of the Ell/ott-Automation Group.
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